DETAILS for PHASE One Tribal Community Teams

1. Formulate Tribal Community Team (TCT) that will be instrumental in providing the answers needed to complete the Sustainable Community Action Plan (S-CAP) based on current PSEs.

2. Identify existing data sources with your TCT, to identify who may have access to the data needed and where the data gaps may be.

3. Collect additional data--Create strategy for how you plan to answer the survey questions (For example, dedicate a specific meeting to cover all questions/sections on a single survey or meeting on specific section)

4. Refine responses until decision is reached, complete survey and submit (Due June 15th).

5. CRIHB will analyze results and provide a report with recommendations (see Important Dates).

6. Bring CRIHB report (pre-planning of S-CAP) back to group to see if results make sense for your community and decide S-CAP priorities.

7. Work on S-CAP based on results (Due August 31st) and stakeholder input (Strategy identified as action plan).